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Welcome
Welcome to the December 2016 Mahlab Roundtable Briefing.
Earlier this year Mahlab reported significant growth in the number of in-house legal teams and
professionals in Australia. In-house lawyers now account for about 30 per cent of all legal service
providers – up 20 per cent from last year – as organisations seek to build internal expertise, minimise
risks and better manage legal costs.
As in-house teams become more popular, questions arise about how best to structure them to make
the most of the internal skills. What’s more, how can General Counsel prove these teams are
delivering the best value for the organisation?
In this Roundtable Briefing we gain valuable insights from General Counsel across Australia on the
various models of in-house legal teams. We also explore the latest strategies they’re using to measure
and report on their team’s success.
General Counsel representatives from listed, private and statutory corporations in the
telecommunications, information technology, pharmaceuticals, property, infrastructure & construction,
aged care, financial services & funds management, investment and industrial sectors and various
sized legal teams attended the roundtable discussions. All roundtables were conducted under
Chatham House Rules.
Once again, we thank all participants for their eager involvement. Undoubtedly readers will continue to
benefit from the candid reflections captured herein.
Join the conversation
Do you have an opinion about the profession you’d like to share? You can join the conversation online
via #MahlabRound, follow @MahlabLegal on Twitter and connect with us on LinkedIn.
Sincerely,

Lisa Gazis
Mahlab Managing Director
NSW

Katherine Sampson
Mahlab Managing Director
VIC
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In-house legal team models
Various models are used to structure in-house legal teams and best practice in this area is continually
evolving. In-house teams tend to exist as separate and central teams rather than be embedded in a
business unit.
Working as a separate team however is not without its challenges. Generally seen as a cost centre
rather than a revenue driver, traditional metrics for capturing value are difficult to extrapolate for an inhouse legal team and General Counsel continue to grapple with this issue.
Two key models are generally used to structure in-house legal teams:
• Centralised model – The legal team is a separate functional unit overseen by a General
Counsel.
• Embedded model – Lawyers are positioned within business units, reporting either directly or by
dotted line to the General Counsel. If the latter, the lawyer may also report to the commercial
manager who heads that business unit.
The vast majority of the organisations represented at the roundtable discussions employed a
centralised model. However, there have been some recent examples of prominent organisations
moving towards an embedded model.
From a historical perspective, there is a recurring cycle whereby some organisations move between
the models. This is perhaps because a tension often exists between the objectives of fostering
engagement with stakeholders and maintaining professional distance.
A hybrid structure is also employed in some organisations, especially those with larger legal teams.
One attendee explained that the best of both worlds is to have lawyers assigned to particular business
units but positioned within a centralised legal team. This works well where the company and its legal
function is large enough to support satellite legal teams within the businesses.

Benefits of a centralised model
The roundtables revealed a clear preference for the centralised model because it presents benefits of:
• professional distance
• management oversight
• career development.
A separate legal team is more likely to be objectively perceived as independent – an important factor
for preserving legal professional privilege. Working with other lawyers also reinforces ethical
obligations of independence.
Structural distance can also protect lawyers from being held captive by the business. For example,
being called on to make hasty decisions in response to internal client deadlines.
In some cases though, it’s not so much a concern about lawyers losing sight of professional
obligations, but that lawyers often prefer to work with other lawyers. There are natural benefits of
information sharing, ongoing learning and camaraderie.
Most roundtable attendees trained in large law firms in which team structures facilitated collaborative
problem solving and extensive consultation with lawyers in other practice areas. They see benefits in
lawyers working together in a centralised model. General Counsel who were previously law firm
partners were most enthusiastic about this model.
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Workflow and performance management
General Counsel found that they are in a better position to exercise meaningful supervision and
oversight over a centralised team. For workflow management, some also find a centralised team more
agile and that they can redistribute work in accordance with team capacity and expertise.
General Counsel are also better positioned to monitor performance, which informs promotion and
reward decisions and provides valuable insight for succession planning.
One attendee noted that lawyers prefer to maintain a variety of work, rather than developing a narrow
focus. This can be facilitated more easily in a centralised structure.
Avoiding misuse of in-house expertise
Lawyers are often regarded by internal clients as a tremendous resource for their problem solving,
decision making and project management skills. However, this can lead to lawyers being misused by
the business when they are enlisted to work on matters that are beyond the scope of their role and for
which they are often not sufficiently credited.
Trained in client-centric environments, lawyers often have trouble saying no to their internal clients.
Physical distance from the internal client insulates lawyers from inappropriate requests and can make
it easier to deflect them.

Benefits of an embedded model
Roundtable attendees provided little support for the embedded model but acknowledged its theoretical
advantages. Embedding lawyers in a business unit can be seen as a way to increase the lawyer’s
commercial acumen and improve understanding of the commercial context.
This embedding of lawyers can foster closer working relationships and create a trusted advisor status.
This is particularly important for organisations that are working to facilitate greater and earlier
consultation with the legal team.
Overall, roundtable attendees were satisfied that business partnering and developing lawyers’
knowledge of the business could be achieved within the centralised structure. General Counsel use
various mechanisms to achieve this, including business unit secondments, interaction through
attendance at team meetings and delivering reciprocal training seminars.
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Creating, capturing and crediting value
As the steady expansion of in-house legal teams continues, General Counsel are increasingly called
on to demonstrate that they are delivering value and return on investment to their employers.
Insourcing the legal function is usually intended to minimise an organisation’s legal risk and reduce
legal costs. General Counsel are accountable for delivering results on these objectives and must
develop metrics for measuring the legal team’s value and performance.
One roundtable attendee suggested that lawyers should be more like sales people, proactively
reporting on achievements in language that business people understand.
Two key measures are reportedly being used by in-house teams:
• cost reduction
• value add.
Once a clear strategy for demonstrating value has been established, it can be implemented at various
levels. General Counsel can use interactions with other senior employees to report back on the
achievements of Legal.
Legal Counsel and Senior Legal Counsel can also serve an educative function by promoting the value
of the legal function in their day-to-day interactions with other business functions. In order to do so,
lawyers should be equipped with a clearly articulated concept of their value.

Reducing legal costs
A familiar measurement of in-house lawyer value is the reduction in external legal spend. As well as
decreasing the volume of work referred to external lawyers, reducing external fees can also be
achieved by General Counsel’s careful selection of service providers and robust negotiation skills on
service levels and fees.
A centralised legal team can have the advantage of bulk buying power and more leverage in
negotiating discounts and fee caps. Some organisations have also clarified their appetite for legal risk
and created guidelines for when matters will be referred to external lawyers.
However, in-house teams should be cautious about justifying internal legal budgets based solely on
reducing external fees. The increased presence of in-house lawyers can uncover latent legal problems
that can actually increase temporary legal spend.
An hour-for-hour comparison can be misleading. The time spent by internal lawyers’ attendance at
internal meetings can be particularly time consuming and not something an external lawyer would
participate in (or charge for).
Technology as a cost reduction alternative
Some General Counsel have reduced costs by increasing the use of technology. This could include
using legal process outsourcing for high volume work and by automating some tasks.
Cost savings achieved through technology can be tracked with reference to the reduction in internal
lawyers’ time spent and external fees.

Creating additional value
Reducing legal risk is, naturally, a compelling focal point. Biannual reporting to a risk management
committee can provide a forum for marketing the achievements of the legal team, showing what it has
worked on and the crises it has averted.
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At the other end of the spectrum, the near-death experiences that occur when the legal team is not
consulted can certainly prove very effective in demonstrating its value. For example, one General
Counsel reported examples of disputes that arose when the legal team was not consulted and used
the cost to the business as a measure of the legal team’s value.
The strategy of depriving a business unit of access to the legal team can also be used to reverse
engineer the value added.
Demonstrating a clear link between the lawyer’s role and a revenue stream can also prove a useful
strategy. In one organisation, the legal team’s work in lobbying government led to the introduction of a
new product for the organisation to sell. Though the connection may be more indirect in other
organisations, searching for a facilitative purpose can be a powerful mechanism for capturing value.
Measuring internal engagement and perceptions
Some organisations use tools such as engagement surveys and the net promoter score (an index that
measures the willingness of customers to recommend a company's products or services) to measure
the satisfaction of internal clients. However, care should be taken to ensure that internal clients’
expectations are reasonable before using them as a benchmark for the team’s performance.
Some organisations also use external consultants who examine individual behaviours and
organisational culture, and measure the impact of these factors on the success of the business.
Returning the timesheet
Time recording can be seen as an effective way of demonstrating the significant workload of lawyers
and also as a way to demonstrate the need for additional legal resources in a team. However, it is
often viewed as an ineffective tool for measuring value.
Though lawyers are trained to understand value in terms of hours spent, it doesn’t necessarily
demonstrate productive output and is inconsistent with the metrics used by other parts of the
business.
Time recording could also have the unintended consequence of discouraging enquiries from the
business.

Finding your best fit
Ultimately, it is up to each organisation to find the approach that best suits their needs and those of
their stakeholders.
A centralised model is likely to empower the team, led by the General Counsel, to explore best
practice and find the right fit.
Teams may feel equipped with financial data for quantifying cost reductions, but demonstrating value
add has proved more challenging. In many cases, this may call on General Counsel to use active selfpromotion to educate senior management of the value of the legal team.
In-house legal professionals across Australia have proved it is possible to position the legal team as a
strong source of positive value, rather than just a tool for cost reduction. It simply requires a
considered approach.
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Melbourne: Level 1, 535 Bourke Street, Melbourne 3000 T: (03) 9629 2111 E: melb@mahlab.com.au
Sydney: Level 3, 15 Castlereagh Street, Sydney 2000 T: (02) 9241 1199 E: syd@mahlab.com.au
@MahlabLegal
mahlab-recruitment

www.mahlab.com.au
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